
July 2018 Newsletter
Our Mission Statement: Athletes, coaches, officials and volunteers working together to promote excellence in swimming through

competition, education, support and leadership.

Hello Wisconsin Swimmers!
Here we are, in the middle of the Championship Season. The Speedo Sectional and Silver
State Meets are already in the books and we have 12-Under State, 13-Over State, 14-Under
Zones, NSCAs, USA Futures and Nationals all happening on top of each other over the next
few weeks. A busy time for swimming!

Another newsletter recounting the fastest swims and all the highlights of those meets will
go out in August. For this newsletter, we wanted to celebrate a few things that have
happened this summer that deserve some recognition.

Times Search on
USAswimming.org

Did you know USA Swimming
collects meet results from every
meet across the country and puts
them all into a huge database?

You can use that database to
search your results and Ond out a
lot about your swimming!

If you click TIMES and TIMES
SEARCH on the USA Swimming
website, you can see a bunch of
different ways to search.

You can Ond all of the times for an
individual swimmer or search by
event, age group and gender to Ond
the top swimmers from Wisconsin,
the Central Zone or even the whole
country!

You can also sort your lifetime of

Open Water Zones & Open Water State
Earlier this summer, Lake Andrea at the RecPlex hosted
two big Open Water meets - the Central Zone Open
Water Meet and the Wisconsin/Illinois Open Water
State Championships.

Both meets were run great, beneOted from some
beautiful weather and showcased some pretty fast
swimming.

The larger of the two meets was the combined
Wisconsin and Illinois State Championship Meet, which
required swimmers have a BB distance freestyle time
standard to participate.

At just over 500 Swimmers, the meet was actually so
large it gained national notoriety. According to some
folks on the USA Swimming Open Water National
Committee, our meet was quite possibly the largest
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swims based on the "National Time
Standards" (BB, B, A, AAA, etc.) or
by their "Power Points," another way
to measure the strength of a certain
time.

Take some time to explore the
website. See how many Wisconsin
swimmers you can Ond in the Top
50 in the nation!

ever open water meet featuring exclusively USA
registered athletes.

The. Largest. EVER!

Huge shout out to the PX3 and Kevin Milak for being
the driving force behind organizing these meets.

And congratulations to MAC, WEST and SWAT for
taking the top three WI LSC sports in a very competitive
Oeld!

Check out some great phots of the event below and
mark your calendars for late June 2019 to make next
year's meet an even bigger hit!

USA Nationals on NBC
As we mentioned earlier, USA Nationals began on Wednesday, July 25th. This meet is the
top meet offered every year, and since the year's meet serves as a selection meet for the
Pan-PaciOc Games, it is being heralded as the largest and most important domestic meet
until the 2020 Olympic Trials!

There are a number of current WI LSC athletes competing, as well as college or post-grad
athletes with ties to our state. We'll have a chance to celebrate all of their
accomplishments in a later newsletter.

What we wanted to make you aware of is parts of the meet were broadcast by NBC (NBC,
NBCSports and the NBC Olympic Network). Some of the times for Onals are a little late at
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night, but that's what DVRs are for!

Swimmers can also watch the streaming webcast of prelims through the USA Swimming
website. It's always fun to be exposed to some of the fastest swimming in the world, and
it's great to celebrate our sport on national television.

You can also check out the broadcast coverage here and search around the USA
Swimming website for more information on the meet!

Diversity and Inclusion -

Access to Swimming for the Entire Community

Did you know every LSC has a "diversity and inclusion" chair that sits on the Board of
Directors?

It's the responsibility of this person to Ogure out ways to get populations involved in the
sport of swimming that traditionally haven't had as much access to pools as other groups,
or may otherwise be underrepresented in USA Swimming.

The Wisconsin LSC D&I chair is Coach Brie Taylor from Ozaukee Aquatics, and she's
always interested in hearing ideas on ways to promote the sport of swimming to a wide
base of people. Recently, a team formed a unique partnership to get area kids access to
swimming lessons.

Badger Aquatics Club (BAC) in Madison partnered with the Boys and Girls Club of Dane
County (BGCDC) to run a pilot lesson program this spring.

The lessons were offered to about 15 area elementary students between the ages of eight
and 11. BAC provided pool space and instructors, while BGCDC provided transportation to
and from the pool.

Generally, it's a model that could be repeated by other teams without a lot of cost; BAC
had a few paid coaches and deck, but the bulk of the instructors were BAC high school
swimmers who volunteered their time.

Overall it was a great six-week experience, and something both groups are eager to
expand and grow in the future!
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Athlete Representative Corner
USA Swimming is serious about getting athlete input into the way our sport is run. Wisconsin swimmers are
represented on the board by four ‘athlete reps,’ and every team is encouraged to have athlete reps at every
House of Delegates meeting. Each newsletter the board athlete reps get a chance to communicate directly with
the athletes, and this issue we’re letting swimmers from around the state know how they can get involved.

The Wisconsin LSC has four athlete representatives that serve on the LSC Board and
provide a valuable perspective for state-wide decisions. Athletes are elected every spring
and typically serve a two-year term.

This fall we'll say goodbye to two great reps as they Onish their terms. Ann Van Holt will
swimming at the University of St. Thomas and Emma Schaetz will swim for UCLA. Thanks
for all your help with the LSC and good luck in college!



Ann Van Hout

Emma Schaetz

For Previous Newsletters
In addition to the meets held within the LSC border, many Wisconsin swimmers ended their SCY
season at other meets, including YMCA Meets, USA Swimming Speedo Sectionals, and the time-
standard invites across the country.

Great information is in all of the WSI newsletters, Ond the archives under the "more" table of the LSC
website.

Follow us on social media!

Wisconsin Swimming Inc., families, coaches, and friends: This quarterly newsletter goes out to all 6,000+ individuals registered with
USA Swimming within Wisconsin. The purpose is to inform folks connected with the Local Swim Committee (LSC), educate our
parents and families, and celebrate the accomplishments of our athletes!

This newsletter was put together by Knight Public Affairs
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